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Abstract – The transition of the networks to support forthcoming beyond 5G (B5G) and 6G services introduces a number of important architectural challenges that force an evolution of existing operational frameworks. Current networks have introduced technical paradigms such as network virtualization, programmability and slicing, being a trend known as network softwarization. Forthcoming B5G and 6G services imposing stringent requirements will motivate a new radical change, augmenting those paradigms with the idea of smartness, pursuing an overall optimization on the usage of network and compute resources in a zero-trust environment. This paper presents a modular architecture under the concept of Convergent and Ubiquitous Intelligent Connectivity (CUBIC), conceived to facilitate the aforementioned transition. CUBIC intends to investigate and innovate on the usage, combination and development of novel technologies to accompany the migration of existing networks towards Convergent and Ubiquitous Intelligent Connectivity (CUBIC) solutions, leveraging Artificial Intelligence (AI) mechanisms and Machine Learning (ML) tools in a totally secure environment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Beyond 5G (B5G) and 6G services are expected to introduce very stringent requirements to existing networks which can be only overcome by combining and exploiting together a variety of technologies and techniques currently being under initial development or experimentally researched. The key concept for future advanced networks is the one of Smartness as introduced in [2], which means that the network should be able to continuously take into consideration the specific context of the end users as well as the status of the network itself. The network should be understood in a broad sense, spanning from the connectivity context, and the availability of computing facilities for the deployment of service functions or applications, to the virtualization mechanisms for dynamic instantiation. All of these provision aspects impact on provisioning and operation of end-to-end services according to specific Service Level Objectives (SLOs). Last, but not least, it should operate in a multi-stakeholder zero-trust environment. This vision calls for a new architectural framework being able to smoothly integrate these capabilities.

The starting point for such evolution is defined by the present capabilities of existing networks, being rolled out nowadays targeting the needs of 5G in scope. 5G has been transformational across multiple technologies, processes and network segments, implying an overall network evolution surrounding the development of a new radio generation, as it is considered happening with 6G.
In the pace of adoption of advanced 5G and beyond technologies there will be a stepwise transition across the different releases of 5G as defined by 3GPP. Release 17, to be fully completed by mid-2022, will include advancements for the industrial Internet, integrated access and backhaul, network slicing, enhanced battery health, and satellite integration. Release 18 will then enable 5G advanced, expected to be commercially available by 2024, and including new 5G use cases such as 5G satellite network access, sub-5 MHz carriers for smart grids and railways, enhanced coverage, and a 50% higher energy efficiency due to small packet optimization. After that, releases 19 and 20 would produce improvements to 5G advanced, with a basic 6G expected for Release 21, around 2027/28, with 2030 appearing as the potential date for a full-fledged 6G solution.

Thus, the networks supporting 6G will build on top of existing capabilities which need to be properly extended and complemented, while ensuring preservation of current investments as well as facilitating a smooth incorporation of B5G and 6G advancements from now till 2030.

As a main contribution, this paper presents a novel modular architecture conceived with the concept of Convergent and Ubiquitous Intelligent Connectivity (CUBIC) in mind, pursuing such an idea as smartness and gradually integrating, in a scalable and flexible way, the advances that the industry is producing in different fronts such as data plane evolution. In this sense, the key advances of the architecture we propose derive from its focus on resolving the challenges present in the network landscape, such as management automation [39], taking decisions based on intelligence collection and processing [41], multi-vendor, multi-tenant, and multi-domain operations, and the overall coverage of the different levels of QoS and QoE already exposed by 5G and projected to B5G/6G environments.

2. RELATED WORK

Existing networks are embracing the network softwarization trend, fostered by the development of technologies facilitating network programmability, virtualization, and ultimately, slicing. A short and mid-term analysis of available enabling technologies is available in [7].

It is expected that novel developments and research will build on top of such state-of-the-art situations. Several academic and industrial proposals, analysis and views are appearing with the aim of providing insights on the implications of 6G.

Samdanis and Taleb [3] provides an overview of the different technological evolution serving as a base of B5G and 6G networks, such as new radio paradigms, the paradigm of micro-services as a pattern for deploying functions, the need for data analytics for automation, as well as deterministic and reliable data planes. Akyildiz et al. [5] provide further insights on the evolution of wireless solutions, including the introduction of AI capabilities on them. Yazar et al. work in [6] presents 6G key enablers from the perspective of flexible management and operation of the networks, in order to accomplish the agreed SLOs and maximize the usage of involved resources.

Ziegler et al. [4] proposes evolutionary paths for a 6G network architecture, relying on a number of constituent building blocks, namely platform (e.g. with distributed compute and communication resources), functional (e.g. facilitating dynamic reconfigurability), specialized (e.g. enabling deep slicing), and orchestration (e.g. implementing cognitive closed loops and automation).

Equipment manufacturers have also provided their own views on the evolution to 6G. Vendors like Samsung [8], Ericsson [9] and Nokia [4][10] have explored the use cases and related requirements to do prospects on technology evolution. Similarly, network operators, mainly in Asia [11][12][13], have analyzed the implications of the new 6G services from an operational point of view.

There are also specific regional views on the evolution to 6G across the world, in Europe [14], Asia [15][16] and Americas [17], complemented with others at the international level [18].

From all of this background, it can be concluded that the new architectures for 2030 supporting advanced B5G and 6G services need to incorporate basic features such as support of communications with strict guarantees, automated control assisted by intelligent mechanisms, possibility of controlling infrastructures and resources (both compute and network) from multiple stakeholders, all of that in a zero-trust ecosystem. These main principles form then the baseline for the CUBIC approach.

3. CUBIC CONCEPT

The architecture proposed in this article intends to accompany the migration of existing networks towards Convergent and Ubiquitous Intelligent Connectivity (CUBIC)-like solutions.
The smart networks approach, as defined in [1], assumes a “combination of Smart Connectivity, Data Analytics (AI and ML), high performance distributed computing and Cybersecurity”. The principles of CUBIC are based on the capabilities associated to each of these four dimensions, as follows:

- **Smart Connectivity**, by leveraging the particular and specific characteristics of a variety of transport network solutions pursuing the optimal selection of technology according to the different types of B5G/6G services to be delivered, as well as combining mechanisms considered up to now as orthogonal, such as “soft and hard” slicing, i.e., expressing the slice resource isolation level required.

- **Data Analytics**, extracting the appropriate monitoring and telemetry information from the underlying supportive infrastructure as well as from the running services on top of it, arranging the best decision at every moment, and considering different time scales and points of decision in a cooperative approach. This allows us to predict and react to service degradations and failures in a prompt manner to future events, e.g., due to situations like rapid changes on the demand (flash crowd events), network congestion, etc.

- **Distributed computing**, assuming the availability of several coexisting centralized and edge computing environments, used intelligently to enforce B5G/6G service Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), by dynamically instantiating both customer-oriented and provider-oriented network functions and applications. As part of that distributed computing substrate, the resources from third parties such as Over-The-Top (OTT) providers are also considered going in the direction of multi-cloud networks.

- **Cybersecurity**, tackling the security and privacy concerns of future communications systems, where the existence of zero-trust cooperative environments will become even more crucial due to the expected interaction of multiple stakeholders in the provision of any end-to-end service.

To accomplish the challenges imposed by these four dimensions above, and in synton with the B5G/6G evolution as described in, for example [14], the CUBIC architecture is designed with a number of key areas in mind.

The first one is related to the interplay of novel data plane solutions in a convergent manner. This is intended to be achieved by defining an architecture able to integrate multiple deterministic data plane technologies such as optical networking, Time Sensitive Networking (TSN) or Flexible Ethernet (FlexE), complemented with packet switching to allow statistical multiplexing gains for traffic of the same kind using resources of that deterministic solutions. There is then a combination of high capacity transport technologies with deterministic and predictable ones in terms of latency behavior. All of this will constitute an adaptive data plane.

The second aspect is the support of smart and flexible control plane mechanisms making such connectivity infrastructure flexibly programmable by combining and integrating Software-Defined Networking (SDN) solutions adapted to these different technologies, including programmable data planes. That is, an integrated control of the overall transport infrastructure to adapt it to the specificities of the demanded service. There are initial frameworks that can be extended in the direction here shown, as in [19], by adding low-level deep programmable capabilities like the ones enabled by P4 as part of the overall control plane solution.

Third, the usage of multiple virtualization approaches, like unikernels, serverless technologies or containers managed by Kubernetes, fitted to the specific needs of the service and/or the constraints of the compute execution environment, e.g., the location to instantiate functions and applications. From the services’ point of view, the trend towards cloud-native architectures is now clear [20], enabling fast, flexible and lightweight virtualization. On the other hand, from the infrastructure point of view, a variety of computing infrastructures will become available [21], offering a diversity of environments and managed in a non-homogeneous way. Different virtualization options can be suitable to distinct operational circumstances [22], as for example the availability of resources in a given moment.

Fourth key area is an overarching end-to-end orchestration system maintaining an overall view of the integrated system capabilities and coordinating the lifecycle of end-to-end B5G/6G services, taking care to compose them by integrating the various domain specific capabilities as exposed by the edge and the transport network segments.

All of this, as the fifth key area, assisted by advanced and computational efficient AI/ML algorithms, providing the necessary insights for intelligent
decisions, implementing a robust, secure-by-design ecosystem, as the final sixth focus area.

It is important to consider that the ownership of the infrastructure supporting B5G/6G services will be shared among different actors, leading to a variety of multi-provider scenarios, with different but complementary types of capabilities and resources on each of the involved administrative domains. The multi-domain aspects, being fundamental for B5G/6G, have to be considered in the architecture from the perspective of a public operator (federation of providers), using infrastructure from third parties (such as the aforementioned OTTs or even from infrastructure providers playing the role of neutral hosts) for complementing its commercial offering, and also from the perspective of private-public interconnection where vertical industries can bring and integrate their own infrastructures as part of the CUBIC end-to-end ecosystem.

Fig. 1 summarizes the scope and ambition of CUBIC.

4. CUBIC ARCHITECTURE

CUBIC is intended to derive and classify service specific requirements that need to be supported by the end-to-end orchestration system, as well as the elastic and adaptive control and data planes. These imply, e.g. the automated provisioning of B5G/6G services across distinct infrastructures from multiple providers, the existence of an end-to-end management and control of the slices required for the instantiation of those services on a large scale, as well as the smart and secure run-time operation of those services leveraging AI/ML techniques.

The end-to-end orchestrator, as an integral part of the CUBIC architecture, will be in charge of coordinating resources, services and capabilities from different administrative domains, including private networks, in a harmonized manner according to the service intents expressed by the customers of CUBIC. Those service intents will be translated in terms of advanced slices, flexibly combining soft plus hard approaches, maximizing the usage of compute and network resources from the adaptive data plane. Once deployed, a combination of reactive and proactive AI/ML will be applied to assist the operation and guarantee corresponding SLAs. Finally, security is applied to the system to protect the service execution and infrastructure integrity.

4.1 Architecture framework

In the evolution towards B5G/6G it is expected that a number of providers (i.e., application, service, infrastructure providers) need to commercially and technically cooperate for enabling end-to-end service delivery. This is clear when thinking of the need to increase the footprint of edge computing capabilities towards the access, with the rise of private networks, or simply with the trend of hyperscalers targeting cloud-based services and infrastructures.

CUBIC is conceived as a modular architecture that can be adapted to different scenarios and adopted by different kind of actors. Such an architecture can largely simplify interaction and integration while pursuing such cooperation.

4.1.1 CUBIC domain

CUBIC considers as basic building block a single administrative domain with different infrastructure capabilities in terms of computing and networks controlled by a domain controller, as presented in Fig. 2. This same administrative domain can provide
The basic components of a CUBIC domain allow for local control loop management through a visualization / analysis / control cycle. The monitoring component permits extract relevant monitoring and telemetry information (visualization stage) that can be further processed by the AI/ML component (analysis stage) for identifying the necessary actions on resources and services (control stage). This local loop can be further integrated on a global loop through proper APIs facilitating a similar visualization / analysis / control cycle but on a larger scale.

4.1.2 End-to-end CUBIC architecture

One service provider or operator can integrate multiple of these single administrative CUBIC domains via an integration fabric, each of them representing specific per-technology domains (e.g. specialized domains dedicated to satisfy certain performance requirements) or third party infrastructures, complementing the service provider footprint on a given geographical area (e.g. as offered by external infrastructure providers). As described before, an end-to-end orchestrator will be in charge of coordinating all the resources and services within an administrative domain, as depicted in Fig. 3.

For the interworking of multiple administrative domains and to satisfy B5G/6G services with stringent performance requirements, CUBIC considers an overarching orchestration layer able to manage all these diverse domains in an integrated and consistent manner. The latter are able to interact through the referred integration fabric, accessed by normalized CUBIC APIs. Similarly, the orchestration layer can be accessible to the customers by a module supporting powerful intent-based service exposure and delivery mechanisms for translating customer B5G/6G service requests to advanced slices in the underlying compute and network substrate.

This modular architecture can even be replicated for the federation of providers and for the interconnection of private to public networks, leveraging, one more time, the integration fabric. With the aim of implementing a truly agile and flexible end-to-end system, ready to cope with the high dynamicity of B5G/6G services (in both time and space), CUBIC primarily aligns with the ETSI ZSM approach where APIs are defined in the context of such an integration fabric that regulates the interactions among the end-to-end orchestration layer and the domain controllers for various service management aspects (i.e., including resource control and provisioning, service monitoring, data analytics, etc.), and offering the possibility to delegate some of these aspects to the domain controllers. Finally, the interconnection of private networks, such as the ones represented by vertical industries, is also intended to be realized through the same set of CUBIC APIs and the integration fabric enabling the multi-domain case. Fig. 3 shows the modular approach of CUBIC integrating multiple domains and interacting with different public and private stakeholders.

Thus, the key element helping to provide a vertebrate to all the interactions among components is the integration fabric. This integration fabric provides the necessary abstractions that could later on allow interaction with the different data plane and virtualization technologies, for both networking and computing environments. In order to do so, it facilitates the expression of B5G/6G service requirements to produce proper allocation and placement algorithms by the orchestration engine. It also supports monitoring and allows the sharing of knowledge for the AI/ML algorithms. Moreover, it incorporates the necessary security features to enable a trusted interaction among parties. The APIs supporting such integration fabric enable the integration of providers, facilitating sustainability and economic viability through the reduction of integration times and providing openness to the market.
4.2 Technical approach

The very stringent requirements of B5G/6G services (e.g., extremely low latency, large bandwidth or high resiliency), pave the way for tremendous innovation and novel solutions targeting 2030 networks. It needs fresh thinking about finding a compromise between reliability, dedicated bandwidth and minimum latency. Communication paths should be selected with ultra-high capacity and very low latency in mind, with a trade-off between reliability and latency tailored to the application requirements. Thus, end-to-end communication requires smart and agile end-to-end orchestration logics to integrate the various domain technologies and segments and follow the dynamicity and heterogeneity of B5G/6G services. The following sections present the technical ambition of CUBIC.

4.2.1 Integration of low latency and high bandwidth data plane technologies

The smooth integration of distinct data plane solutions is an enabler for B5G/6G services. The emerging need for deterministic real-time communications has pushed recent developments in the framework of low latency networks, but today's most industrial networks rely on vendor-locked solutions, having therefore important flexibility problems. A number of technologies can be considered at the time of providing determinism. The IEEE Time Sensitive Networking set of standards [23] represent an enhancement to Ethernet that aims to ensure a minimum reserved bandwidth, bounded end-to-end latency, and deterministic time transfer for critical control traffic, thus bridging the gap between regular Ethernet and real-time applications. This enhancement allows the coexistence of both deterministic traffic and ordinary (best-effort) Internet-like traffic on the same physical network. Developments on wireless solutions are intending similar behavior, pursuing a wireless TSN approach, as in [24]. The final objective is to seamlessly integrate both wired and wireless TSN as a common TSN asset, allowing the extension of the TSN flows up to the wireless end devices. The approach is to dynamically control and monitor both wired and wireless elements through a common TSN controller (based on IEEE 802.1Qcc).

Another deterministic technology in consideration is Flexible Ethernet (FlexE). FlexE logically divides the network interface capacity into physically isolated Ethernet channels of varying rates (through aggregation of such channels) emulating a Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) behavior with a standardized granularity of 5 Gbps. This permits adaptation to multiple rates (leveraging schemas such as traffic grooming, interface and slots bonding etc).

Fig. 3 – Overview of the CUBIC architecture
Complementary to that, adaptive and elastic optical networks can utilize wavelengths and optical spectral resources efficiently. The adaptive and elastic optical networks (with Flexgrid capability) will utilize all spectral resources in the network by using all available multiple degrees of freedom (e.g. leveraging the modulation method, baud rate, FEC, etc), while allocating the minimum necessary bandwidth to client requirements, keeping QoS targets.

4.2.2 Adaptive programmable network

The gradual introduction of programmability in existing networks provides a baseline framework for network control, as described in [19][25]. Such architectures leverage programmatic interfaces offered by network elements, and on the usage of YANG-based data models for network and device configuration [26]. This provides a first level of programmability but is constrained to the capabilities predefined by the specific data models.

Deeper programmability can be performed by programming the device packet processors’ data plane. The most prominent solution nowadays is the P4 (Programming Protocol-independent Packet Processors) language [27]. P4 follows the SDN paradigm and it is conceived as an abstract programming language of networking chips that applies custom-specific forwarding schemes.

P4 allows for the development of new protocols, advanced forwarding and congestion control strategies, ad-hoc monitoring and telemetry functions without the need for costly/dedicated proprietary devices or time-consuming hardware firmware upgrades. By means of parsers, metadata, conditional controls, tables, and a set of actions, it provides the main building blocks of a network node, implementing packet-forwarding policies and algorithms, producing portable implementations over different hardware targets (e.g. NICs, FPGAs, software switches, bare metal switches and hardware ASICs).

Considering multilayer networks scenarios, the enforcement of SDN-based Traffic Engineering (TE) techniques is possible by steering the traffic according to policies. The policies are configured using specific flow entries, based on static or stateless match conditions. However, when traffic conditions change, the controller has to react re-computing and reconfiguring new policies by relying on complex monitoring and telemetry techniques, producing severe scalability issues on it. CUBIC envisages the adoption of the P4 language to enable a multilayer/multi-technology (i.e., packet over optical, or packet over FlexE) aggregation with an advanced and programmable SDN forwarding plane, with nodes that need dynamic and specific treatment of vertical traffic, guaranteeing QoS and TE requirements. The SDN controller, a part of using YANG models for conventional equipment, will be responsible for table entries’ population, service deployment and pipelining enforcement, programming multiple functions at the same device, including TE/QoS features (e.g. latency-aware forwarding and dynamic offloading) and security applications (e.g. mitigation, traffic telemetry and anomalies reports). By resorting to artificial intelligence and machine learning techniques (as commented later), real-time and fine-grade statistics can be processed, enabling feedback-based automatic SDN intervention procedures.

The overarching SDN control, following the same strategy as in [19], can also integrate with IEEE 802.1Qcc for the TSN part and with the optical controller for the optical part.

4.2.3 Intelligent utilization of compute environments

The cloud-native approach allows rapid creation and updating of services, while being agile, scalable and interoperable with other applications. The microservices paradigm [28] realizes large-scale services based on modular, autonomous, single-purpose software entities communicating with each other. Microservices are characterized by resilience, agility, scalability and flexibility. Consequently, network functions, microservices, as well as the involvement of resource-constrained edge cloud technologies, call for efficiently orchestrated solutions that are very flexible and lightweight. Such Lightweight and Fluid Virtualization (LFV) approaches include the containers [29][30], the unikernels [31][32] and those following the serverless paradigm [33].

Containers are standardized units of software that contain the implemented application and all its dependencies pre-installed. They provide a high degree of portability, have smaller sizes compared to VMs, improve the allocation of computing resources and can launch really fast. They also enable the DevOps paradigm, supporting the Continuous Integration / Continuous Delivery (CI/CD) of services. However, they operate in a shared kernel space, so they face security and isolation issues.
Unikernels are single-purpose appliances that are specialized at compile-time into standalone kernels, acting as individual software components and being sealed against modification when deployed in a cloud platform. Unikernels, compared to containers, are tiny in size and demand less resources, i.e., they can (i) boot rapidly, in milliseconds; and (ii) are isolated and have a smaller attack surface. However, the unikernel approach has issues with multi-threading execution, a lack of orchestration capabilities and appropriate environments to operate them in edge clouds.

Finally, the serverless paradigm orchestrates and executes units of code on-demand over scalable virtualized server environments. This approach brings the advantages of reducing the administration and server management cost and the development time, and introducing new billing models (e.g. pay-per-execution).

CUBIC targets a uniform orchestration of services, LFV resources and data plane aspects, for achieving maximum improvements in performance and resource allocation efficiency. The purpose is the support of different heterogeneous LFV approaches with appropriate virtual resource abstractions and APIs, e.g. unikernels for edge clouds and containers for core clouds. In addition to that, the solution is conceived to provide fluid elasticity capabilities in edge cloud deployments. For that, CUBIC handles the orchestration complexity of the fluid virtual resources leveraging AI/ML mechanisms (as described later) utilizing monitoring information from services, networks and virtual resources, as well as associated predictions for the traffic requirements.

CUBIC architecture and intelligent features, such as the appropriate abstractions and APIs over heterogeneous lightweight virtualization technologies, provide the missing aspects of unikernel-based deployments, i.e., orchestration capabilities and appropriate features to operate in edge clouds. The lack of multi-threading execution is handled by the adoption of the microservice-based architectural paradigm, where single-purposed service nodes communicate between each other with tuned resource consumption and can be scaled according to the service needs, the resource consumption level and the number of users requesting the particular service. Nevertheless, a network of application service graph can constitute by different virtualization technologies, depending on their diverse performance and resource demands (e.g. the need for rapid deployment can be addressed by unikernels and robust service performance by containers). A relevant extensive performance evaluation along with particular architectural requirements, which we considered in the design of CUBIC, can be found in [22].

4.2.4 Smart orchestration of multiplicity of service requirements

With the objective of supporting B5G/6G services, the telecommunications industry needs to consider comprehensive orchestration solutions to ease the deployment of heterogeneous services on tailored allocated resources (in the form of advanced network slices) across several technology domains. In this respect, the ability of addressing a multiplicity of requirements in terms of time sensitivity and ultra-low latency will be of paramount importance.

Nowadays, network slicing allows joint orchestration of resources (i.e., network, computing, storage) and virtualized or physical network functions. Current approaches are based on monolithic control and orchestration solutions, mostly dedicated to the management of NFV-like pipelined network services, where the lack of agility in the service lifecycle and operation is still a clear limitation, especially when it comes to fulfilling time sensitive networking and ultra-low latency service constraints posed by B5G/6G services. Moreover, the capability of such orchestration approaches to fulfill heterogeneous service constraints and requirements is still to be proved, as often requires per-service customizations and human-driven adjustments of the operation / configuration to support end-to-end deployments.

In addition, the adoption of AI and ML technologies for cognitive-based optimizations, including their interaction across the different technological domains (e.g. network-related, edge computing-related, cloud computing-related) and their tight integration with the service and slice lifecycle management is at its early stages. The traditional monolithic end-to-end control and service orchestration architectures need to evolve to respond to spatially and temporally changing device densities, traffic patterns, and spectrum and infrastructure availability [34], as changing of service conditions will be at higher speeds in B5G/6G services requiring less overbooking at the
edge and more agile service components and functions deployments to quickly adapt to changing contexts. This goes in the direction of the zero-touch service management proposed and under definition in ETSI ZSM [35], that targets a novel, horizontal and vertical end-to-end operable framework for agile management and automation of emerging and future networks and services. ZSM envisages the clear identification and separation of management domains to provide the means to isolate management duties (possibly referring to very heterogeneous technologies), considering boundaries of different nature (i.e., technological, administrative, geographical, management scope etc.). An end-to-end service management domain is a special management domain responsible for the cross-domain management and coordination, which integrates all of the single domain management services, functions and endpoints through a cross-domain integration fabric, which facilitates the provision of services and the access to them.

CUBIC design delivers such an end-to-end service control and orchestration framework. First, by providing seamless orchestration of heterogeneous network sections and compute domains, with automatic translations of service intents (objectives) to network slices (QoS profiles) and related network services and network functions with appropriate placement matching the time sensitive requirements of vertical services. This is enabled by the integration of several network and compute domains by means of smart federation logics driven and coordinated by the end-to-end service orchestration. Additionally, CUBIC will adopt the intent-based approach not only to express networking but also for security, so that services and applications will express their end-to-end connectivity and security requirements in a high-level way and then the CUBIC orchestrator will take care to implement them in the best possible way.

Moreover, advanced vertical services and slices optimization can be supported through the integration of AI and ML-based adaptive operations into service run-time mechanisms.

The CUBIC end-to-end service control and orchestration framework also supports and reconciles different virtualization technologies across the network sections, enabling the deployment of network functions and vertical application functions as a combination of regular NFV functions at the core with cloud-native and serverless function at the edge, exploiting microclouds for private networks and service meshes.

CUBIC also proposes the integration of advances schemes and architectures for management automation, such as Autonomic Resource Control Architecture (ARCA) [39] [40]. It enables the tenants of the CUBIC networks and its solutions to ensure their services meet the target operational constraints, such as a high degree of stability, reliability, or even availability. These qualities are essential for the development of B5G/6G services.

Thus, CUBIC facilitates the migration from pipelined network service paradigm (NFV-like) to more agile microservice and service-based architectural approaches based on ML and AI decisions. This leverages the CUBIC integration fabric providing continuity of communication, with intra-domain and cross-domain communication fabrics following the approach defined by ETSI ZSM. The integration fabric enables federation and cooperation through local autonomous domain controllers to manage service lifetime and dynamics locally.

These functions are supported by the integration of the latest solutions to monitor and collect data, which are aligned with ETSI ENI (Experiential Network Intelligence) [41], which provides high-quality data collection, as well as the required processes to extract information and knowledge, which enables CUBIC to deliver accurate management decisions.

4.2.5 Smart connectivity platforms

Smartness will be a necessary capability for handling the complexity and variety of requirements and service situations expected for 2030. Thus, the deployment and integration of mechanisms and algorithms that could assist on the automated planning and operation of the network are essential.

The control and orchestration layer needs more intelligence and functionality to meet the ever-growing requirements in the support of B5G/6G services.

At the control plane level, models can be used to forecast traffic characteristics and resource usage parameters, providing the mechanisms for an accurate resource consumption prediction, while additionally enabling native security mechanisms through anomaly detection. The determination of future traffic demands is useful to implement a smart distributed scheduler capable of maximizing the resources available dynamically and provide a smart QoS (e.g. by means of automatic QoS reservation).
At the data plane level, a separate set of models can be used to dynamically classify, group, and forecast traffic characteristics, also determining the best forwarding strategy while dealing with abnormal information flows. The traffic can be classified into profiles, defined by real-time analysis of traffic samples, in a way that for each profile there will be a prediction for the expected data plane forwarding strategy. With this information, the devices at the edge are able to optimize routing, QoS, and other capabilities to better fit to the characteristics of the current traffic.

Traffic flow classification is an extremely hard classification problem [36]. First, the nature of the underlying model is complex. Second, the traffic may be encrypted limiting the number of features that can be effectively used. Finally, and related to the previous point, security and privacy issues.

In order to make the network control and orchestration layer become a smart connectivity platform, there is a need to add much more intelligence to it. Adhering to B5G/6G, in the sense of accommodating new applications that require lots of “ultra” (i.e., latency, reliability, capacity) and full dynamicity on all levels, achieving latency demands and reliability targets depends on using intelligent network-based decisions that leverage AI/ML techniques.

CUBIC objective is to leverage the potential of AutoML, transfer and federated learning as the cornerstones for the development of cognitive-based optimizations.

Automated Machine Learning (AutoML) is a paradigm shift in the usage of AI/ML models, instead of relying on a domain expert or a data scientist to carefully design a model, it relies on advanced search algorithms that combine multiple ML methods into a single model capable of providing a reasonable performance. The training model trades model performance for execution time, meaning that instead of finding the model with minimal error, it trains a model with minimal error within the time limit given for the training phase. This provides the means to control the time spent on the training phase of the models.

Transfer Learning (TL) is a machine learning method where a model developed for a task is reused as the starting point for another task. This allows the usage of pre-trained models as the starting point for complex tasks, easing the costs of training a model for such scenarios.

Federated Learning (FL) is a learning method that decentralizes the traditional learning process. In traditional ML, the data is aggregated into a single computer and the model is trained using the resources of that single computer. In FL, the learning process is distributed through several edge devices.

The first paradigm helps to develop models with minimal input from domain experts and allows the fine control of the execution time. The last two paradigms are focused on data, model and train sharing through several nodes.

Adding an additional intelligent layer to the orchestration while using AI/ML-based applications which optimize current decision making and identifies/predicts new verticals of constraints as input to the Path Computation Element (PCE) engine, allows us to reach the optimal and risk-less path which can accommodate application needs at a specific moment.

With the B5G/6G orchestration capabilities, PCE-like engines will address adaptive and dynamic traffic network engineering. The constraints are dynamically assigned and the PCE will work according to the policy constraints. More intelligence will be added to the orchestration layer from a network engineering perspective, end to end, (radio to core) by looking at the overall network rather than handling a specific node (specific node attention derived from a network-based decision). Dynamic switching can be performed over Flex Ethernet/optical links (e.g., as in the case where the FlexE is dynamically controlled and the optical layer is impairment aware and adaptive). The KPI’s collection will be done by metering engines in the transport domain to support intelligent-based decisions and assurance. Finally, AI/ML engines will support routing decisions looking into network constraints (e.g., network status, operational aspects such as planned maintainability or business considerations such as changing cost of infrastructure).

4.2.6 Zero-trust softwarized ecosystem

Security in an ecosystem transitioning to 2030 networks is a multi-faceted problem as it involves virtualization, softwarization, heterogeneity of users, devices, and applications, as well as different administrative domains.

One frequently adopted paradigm is Security-as-a-Service (SECaaS). It provides end-to-end security by using virtual Network Security Functions (vNSFs) deployed on demand across distributed network
infrastructures. These are software-based security functions (e.g. virtual firewall, virtual IDS) that could be linked to each other through a set of virtual links to form a Service Function Chain (SFC), which represents a complete end-to-end security service. A complex challenge in this scenario is how to dynamically configure those services, starting from specific high-level requirements (i.e., end-user security policies). This challenge has been often addressed by using policy-based management, in particular mechanisms of policy refinement, analysis, and reconciliation. The ICT infrastructure itself needs protection. This is normally achieved by classical perimeter defense mechanisms (i.e., network firewalls, secure web gateways, VPNs). In addition, mechanisms to attest physical and virtual nodes are usually in place (i.e., remote attestation such as OpenCIT) protecting against malicious code injection or software manipulation.

Another recent security approach is the zero-trust security paradigm. This has not been completely integrated yet in the softwarized ecosystems, because it requires deep changes in the infrastructure design and management. Nevertheless, it could be crucial in B5G/6G technologies, where security requirements are even tougher and more sophisticated. Zero-trust security rejects the notion of a network perimeter. Once a user obtains access to resources in a traditional perimeter-based security architecture, he or she can move laterally and try to access and exploit any system or application within the network. The zero-trust paradigm does not allow these actions and follows a different approach based on the concept “trust nothing, verify everything”. The access is granted on a “per-connection basis”: the trust of who is trying to access a resource is evaluated before granting any kind of permission. Moreover, authentication to a specific resource does not automatically mean having access to the others.

Micro-segmentation is one key element to implement this paradigm. In modern infrastructures, services are deployed leveraging lightweight virtualization technologies (e.g. Docker, Containered, etc). Their elementary units are containers or pods. Micro-segmentation is an approach where at the container level most of the security access policies are enforced, so that the access to resources is fine-grained. Different technologies within the orchestration platform allow also the encryption of communication on a container basis (e.g. Istio [38]).

Another pivotal concept of zero-trust is continuous monitoring. Indeed, a monitoring system could be used to collect logs and metrics regarding the current status of the infrastructure. This data could be used also for other security mechanisms in place on the infrastructure (i.e., periodic remote attestation of the nodes).

From a cybersecurity perspective, new challenges and opportunities arise. These are related to the advent of quantum computers, the paradigm-shift from SaaS to Sensing-as-a-Service with the beginning of the IoT era, the new European Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), the introduction of Intent-Based-Networking (IBN), the requirement for interoperability among different administrative domains, and the introduction of cross-domain blockchain.

Quantum Cryptography (QC) is a challenge for security because it promises to break many widely adopted cryptographic algorithms, therefore new quantum-resistant cryptographic solutions must be developed and adopted. At the same time, QC is an opportunity because it enables new fast and efficient optimization algorithms (e.g. those based on quantum annealing) that could be used for the optimal allocation of network resources.

The large-scale adoption of IoT poses challenges because these components could be easily manipulated by attackers with logical or physical access. Hence, suitable security techniques must be adopted to ensure the trustworthiness of IoT-supplied data. For example, this can be based on ML to detect anomalies, or trusted-computing to verify the integrity of the nodes.

GDPR imposes strong protection of customer data, hence the need for security techniques that do not violate customer privacy. For example, avoid deep packet inspection in favor of user-independent data analytics (e.g. based L3/L4 features, excluded the network addresses that are considered personal information).

The integration of multiple administrative and security domains creates problems, for trust and secrecy (each domain would like to disclose the minimum amount of information about its internals to enable interoperability and interconnectivity) as well as for access control (e.g. user authentication for services or application authentication for a multi-domain blockchain). The usage of an intent-based approach for both networking and security can help to mitigate these problems, by expressing
high-level requirements and letting the various domains implement them with their own approach. For end-to-end security, CUBIC proposes to extend the SECaaS paradigm to integrate the user intents in the deployment and configuration of vNSFs. In particular, user intents could lead to the automatic configuration of the security functionalities exploiting AI/ML mechanisms as well as reconciliation processes among different domains.

CUBIC adopts the zero-trust security model, exploiting AI/ML techniques to improve the detection of malicious actors and actions, even inside encrypted traffic. To enhance the robustness of the infrastructure, trusted computing will be used for “zero-trust continuous monitoring” to verify periodically the integrity of the nodes. The integrity reports could be stored in a distributed ledger to avoid manipulation from attackers and provide undeniable evidence.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Current networks are facing an important transformation with the purpose of supporting 5G services, embracing the generic idea of network softwarization which implies the operational introduction of network virtualization, programmability and slicing. Forthcoming 5G and 6G services will introduce new and more stringent requirements that will motivate a new radical change, building on top of the technologies and capabilities available nowadays.

The key idea in such a transition is the one of smartness, pursuing an overall optimization on the usage of network and compute resources (from multiple stakeholders), with tailored connectivity to the specific needs of the customers, and leveraging AI/ML techniques for efficient control and management of the available assets, all in a secure environment.

This paper has presented CUBIC, a novel modular and scalable architecture which aims to facilitate such a transition in the time frame of 2030. In its inception CUBIC incorporates six main design directions: (i) the smooth integration of different low latency and high bandwidth data plane technologies; (ii) control capabilities to allow an adaptive end-to-end programmatic network; (iii) the intelligent utilization of different kinds of compute environments, even those of different ownership; (iv) smart orchestration of multiplicity of assets to satisfy very different service requirements; (v) smart connectivity platforms assisted by AI/ML techniques for analysis and prediction; and (vi) secured operation in a zero-trust softwarized ecosystem.

Such design approaches justify the advances of the architecture to the state of the art. In particular, AI/ML mechanisms provide the required management automation functions [39][40], the incorporation of ZSM facilitates the provision of end-to-end services that meet tenant QoS and QoE requirements, the exploitation of ENI [41] leverages available knowledge to resolve intelligence collection and processing, and the integration fabric (core component) provides the qualities to enable multi-vendor, multi-tenant, and multi-domain operations.

As future lines of work, several aspects require more analysis, definition and validation. This is the case of the combined local/global orchestration and the feasibility of the integration fabric (including the definition of APIs supporting its operation). This is expected to happen as part of joint innovation projects targeting the goal of 2030 and beyond networks.
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